The RPC muon detector of the CMS experiment at the LHC (CERN, Geneva, Switzerland) is equipped with a Gas Gain Monitoring (GGM) system. A report on the stability of the system during the 2011-2012 data taking run is given, as well as the observation of an effect which suggests a novel method for the monitoring of gas mixture composition. * Corresponding author. 
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the GGM and closed-loop gas recirculation system of the CMS RPC detector.
Introduction
The Resistive Plate Counter (RPC) muon detector of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is equipped with a Gas Gain Monitoring (GGM) system. Detailed descriptions of the GGM can be found in [ 1,?, ?, ?]. The system has been in operation for the whole duration of the 2011-2012 CMS data taking period. A report of both its performance and the experience gained with it is given. An effect which may suggest a novel method for the monitoring of gas mixture composition is discussed.
Experimental setup
The GGM system is composed of 12 square single-gap RPC detectors arranged as a cosmic ray hodoscope (Fig.1) . The GGM is located on the surface, in the SGX5 gas room of the CMS experimental area.
The system is designed to provide a fast and accurate determination of any shift in the working point of its chambers due to gas mixture changes. It compares three different gas mixtures from the CMS experiment: a newly supplied fresh gas mixture, and the gas mixture before and after the filters of the 
High-voltage scans
The GGM system was designed to detect changes in the working point of the chambers via differences between a fresh gas mixture, and the mixtures before and after the purifiers of the gas recirculation system, using by also the charge ratio algorithm. Next to that, weekly RPC high voltage (HV) scans were performed which additionally provided a direct measurement of the GGM working point, allowing to spot changes in the gas mixture composition. 
The HV ef f value corresponding to the effective voltage where the chamber efficiency ǫ is at 50% of its maximum
is the most sensitive parameter to any change of the working point.
The HV50 parameter is shown for a few GGM chambers in Fig. 4 as a function of time for the 2011-2012 data taking period.
Each HV50 value is sensitive to common environmental effects that are not corrected for by the HV feedback. A normalization method taking the ratio of the HV50 values for the gas mixtures in the closedloop system and the fresh gas mixture, provides a stable response over a period of several months (Fig.5) .
∆HV 50 is the difference in the HV50 parameter for the before-or after-type gaps normalized to the freshtype gaps. The distribution of ∆HV 50 parameter over time is compatible with statistical errors and does not suggest any systematic effect that may indicate a possible problem on the gas mixture composition.
Time transient
An unexpected feature was observed thanks to a failure of one of the mass flow controllers (MFC) of the gas mixer (Fig. 6 ). The duration of each MFC failure was estimated in approximately 30 minutes. The pattern observed in all charge ratios is interpreted as the interference of the working point changes due to the gas mixture change, convoluted with the transit time of the gas mixture inside the closed-loop recirculation system. The fresh gas mixture reaches the GGM before both the affected gas mixtures from before and after the purifiers in the closed-loop system, thus causing the interference pattern shown in Fig. 7 .
Preliminary results on the operational experience of the GGM system during the CMS 2011-2012 data taking period were given. Weekly HV scans provide direct measurements of the GGM working point.
When corrected for common environmental effects, the system shows a stability in working point at the level of 20V over nearly two years. A failure in one of the MFC provided hints to define a tool for the fast monitoring of the gas mixture composition. If confirmed, the gas mixture composition might be monitored by the time distribution pattern of the fresh-, before-, and after-purifier type gas mixture average charge ratios. A simulation analysis is in progress to verify such an interpetation. 0722%   0822%   0022%   0922%   9222%   32132030%  32132039%  32132042%  32132921%  32132920%  32132916%  32132939%  32131227%  32131214%  32131232%  32131238%  32131124%  32131112%  32131118%  32131135%  32131321%  32131320%  32142113%  32142137%  32142323%  32142329%  32142317% :!3%!"62%
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